Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache – Episode #4
Week # 18
Mission: "Crime and Punishment"

Host Jafo says:
The sentencing of Ensign Tekaro was handed down and executed. He is to return to duty as of Stardate 10001.07.

Host Jafo says:
The USS Apache has undergone an extensive refit, to prepare her and her crew for their next series of missions. All officers and crew of the Apache are to report back to Starbase 366 for the launch of the Apache.

Host Jafo says:
The Apache has been ordered to transport much needed supplies to Cyasta Core. She is to support Vice Admiral Poradin and the ongoing peace negotiations. Protection of both is of the utmost importance. There will be no communication with the Apache during this mission. All communications will be through Vice Admiral Poradin.

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Valrek says:
::leaves his quarters on the Apache after unpacking::

CSO_Storal says:
::Exits his quarters and heads to the bridge::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::exiting TL onto the Bridge::

EO_Tekaro says:
::runs a comb through his hair, is still in shock::

OPS_Telik says:
::runs out of the TR and heads to his quarters::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::replaces Ensign V'Taran at Flight Control::

CTO_Lu says:
@COM:SB 366 This is the USS Platte requesting permission to dock.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::exits the ready room and walks onto the bridge::

EO_Tekaro says:
::boards turbolift:: Turbolift: Main Engineering.

FCO_Turnbull says:
ALL: Captain on the Bridge.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: walks into her quarters after saying goodbye to Ewan on the starbase ::

XO_Valrek says:
::enters the bridge::

OPS_Telik says:
::enters his quarters, throws his bag on the bed and quickly gets into his new gold uniform.

CTO_Lu says:
@::waits for response::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::nods to the FCO:: ALL: As you were.

CSO_Storal says:
::exits TL and goes over to Science one::

OPS_Telik says:
::runs back out of his quarters and heads for the bridge::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::lays in a course for the Cyasta core and departure sequences are initiated::

OPS_Telik says:
::enters the bridge and assumes his station::

XO_Valrek says:
::takes his place on the bridge::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: sees the bags that have been transported there earlier and sighs ::

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Platte: Permission Granted, use docking bay 51.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: begins unpacking ::

EO_Tekaro says:
::exits Turbolift at main engineering:: Self: well, I’m back...

CSO_Storal says:
::Brings up the Cyasta Core's Data on computer::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::logs all diagnostics on Flight as complete after reviewing them::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
OPS:  Contact SB366 and request permission to launch.

CNS_Naegle says:
::heads for her office::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::standing by for departure orders::

EO_Tekaro says:
::nervously places hands on a computer panel, not trusting himself::

CNS_Naegle says:
::notes her new junior officers are already on duty::

OPS_Telik says:
::contacts SB366::

CTO_Lu says:
@COM:<SB366>: Aye, docking bay 51.

EO_Tekaro says:
::nods to other officers in ME::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: dumps everything on her bed and places the suitcases away, so she can return them to the XO later ::

CSO_Storal says:
::Begins to familiarize himself with the Cyasta Core::

OPS_Telik says:
COM: Starbase 366, this is the USS Apache requesting clearance for departure.

CNS_Naegle says:
::is happy her office is two doors down from Sickbay, so she can still see Jerni::

CTO_Lu says:
@::lowers ship to 1/8 impulse and guides the Platte to docking bay 51::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO_Valrek: Departure sequence initiated.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::takes her place on the bridge:: XO: Did you enjoy your leave?

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Apache: USS Apache, this is Starbase 366 Flight Control Operations, we show you on internal power. Please confirm.

XO_Valrek says:
*All Departments* A full inventory is to be done immediately, and I expect reports within the hour.

EO_Tekaro says:
::stares at warp core and sighs::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO : I confirm internal power. We are go for launch.

XO_Valrek says:
CO: It was, well, interesting.

CTO_Lu says:
@::switches to thrusters::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
*XO*: Yes commander.

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Aye

CTO_Lu says:
@::slowly guides the Platte into the docking bay::

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: As soon as everyone has reported in from their duty stations we will depart

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
OPS:  Have all crew reported in?

OPS_Telik says:
COM: SB366: Starbase 366, this is the Apache; confirm we are on internal power.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: The Runabout Platte has returned and is secure. Understood, sir.

EO_Tekaro says:
::reads systems status on a remote panel::

CTO_Lu says:
@::Powers down all systems::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: exits quarters and heads towards her office ::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: All except Mr. Lu

FCO_Turnbull says:
::hits controls to ready power umbilical to be cast off::

Host SB_366 says:
Com: USS Apache: You have priority clearance, Apache ... clear your moorings at your convenience. We have cleared the Yard for you.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: changes her mind and heads towards the officer's lounge ::

CTO_Lu says:
*TR*One to beam to my quarters.

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Last report his shuttle was en-route to the Star Base.

EO_Tekaro says:
::replicates a candy bar and relaxes for a moment::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Starbase 366 reports we are cleared for departure at our convenience, sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Standing by, sir.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
OPS:  See if you can contact him.

CIV_Jax says:
::busy in Fort Apache unpacking some of the breakables he had put away ... to hell if he was going to let the SB techs touch them::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Lu says:
::materializes in his quarters::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: arrives at Fort Apache and greets Jax ::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
FCO:  Prepare to release docking clamps and launch.

EO_Tekaro says:
::checks over engine diagnostics and refits::

CIV_Jax says:
::looks up as he sees the Doctor come in:: CMO: Welcome back Doctor Quest .... Can I get you anything?

FCO_Turnbull says:
CO : Aye, sir. All systems ready for launch.

CTO_Lu says:
::puts his bags in the closet and rushes to the bridge::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: moves to the viewing port ::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Jax: No, thank you.. just.. um... watching us depart.... :: smiles ::

XO_Valrek says:
:;wonders why the CTO has not reported::

CTO_Lu says:
*XO*: Sir sorry about the delay..

CIV_Jax says:
::stands straight and tall towering over Quest and walks up behind her looking out the window with her:: CMO: I always enjoy watching this too ...

OPS_Telik says:
*CTO* Telik to Mr. Lu report please.

CTO_Lu says:
*XO*: On my way to the bridge.

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Mr. Lu reports he is on board and on his way to the bridge sir.

XO_Valrek says:
*CTO* Better hurry Mr. Lu

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Jax: It's exciting and sad at the same time, isn't it?

CIV_Jax says:
::looks down on her with his coal black eyes:: CMO: Sad?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
FCO:  Take us out Mr. Turnbull.

CTO_Lu says:
::walks out of the TL and onto the bridge::

EO_Tekaro says:
::checks dilithium chamber for any problems::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::casts off moorings and releases docking clamps::

OPS_Telik says:
::adjusts the power allocation::

XO_Valrek says:
::looks over to the CTO.....not smiling::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Jax: Mmm ... yeah... it's hard leaving people behind... again.  :: shrugs and then smiles brightly :: But I'm looking forward to our next adventure.

OPS_Telik says:
::sees the CTO hurry on to the bridge::

CNS_Naegle says:
::Orders Ensign Jamison to conduct the inventory::

CIV_Jax says:
::nods not quite completely understanding:: CMO: And who are you leaving behind, Doctor Quest?

CTO_Lu says:
::sits down on at his station::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::sets maneuvering thrusters to ahead 1/4:: XO: Ahead 1/4 thrusters, sir. We are disembarking.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::looks at the CTO as he takes his station:: CTO:  I'm glad you decided to join us Mr. Lu.

OPS_Telik says:
::thinks I'm glad Lu was later than me::

Host SB_366 says:
Action: Apache slips its berth and moves forward on thrusters as workbees and shuttles buzz around it.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: grimly :: Jax: My ... umm ... husband.

OPS_Telik says:
:: I was on time but barely, thought I was going to be late ::

CTO_Lu says:
CO: Sorry Captain.

XO_Valrek says:
::nods to FCO::

CIV_Jax says:
::thinks:: CMO: I suppose since I leave no one behind when I go, I don't have those same feelings .....

EO_Tekaro says:
::feels Apache move:: Self: Here we go!

CNS_Naegle says:
::looks over her PADDS to see who might be a likely candidate for counseling::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::keeps a sharp eye for a clear navigational path thru the yard::

CTO_Lu says:
::checks to see what systems were refitted::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: watches the activities outside the ship ::

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Apache: Apache, you are clear of your moorings ... all systems 5 by 5 here ... space dock doors on your command.

OPS_Telik says:
::sees a power spike but skillfully adjusts the settings to avoid any problems::

EO_Tekaro says:
::looks at engine efficiency:: Self: Hmm, this could be improved....

CNS_Naegle says:
Jamison/Torres: Hey guys, I'm going to the lounge for a few minutes.

CIV_Jax says:
::pulls up a chair and sits down heavily straddling his large legs to either side::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: SB reports they are ready to open the doors on our command sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: We are ready to proceed through the outer bay doors, sir.

CTO_Lu says:
::wonders where Lt. Evans is::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks whimsically at the stars and sighs, chewing her lips ::

CNS_Naegle says:
::heads out of the office and heads toward Fort Apache.

CTO_Lu says:
::checks the reports on his PADD::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: All science supplies and personnel are accounted for. Sensors are fully operational.

XO_Valrek says:
OPS: Be sure the doors are open for us.

OPS_Telik says:
COM: SB366: request the outer doors be opened for our departure.

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Apache: Space doors opening ... ahead 5 ... Apache you are clear to maneuver. Good luck, and god speed. Starbase 366 Flight Control Operations, out.

Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
OPS: Inform SB OPS that we are in position to depart.

CNS_Naegle says:
::enters Fort Apache, Sees Dr Quest.::

EO_Tekaro says:
::greets a new ensign, tells him where he's needed::

XO_Valrek says:
CSO: Acknowledged

OPS_Telik says:
CO: aye sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::Thrusters to station-keeping, holding for the bay doors to open::

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: Hello Dr.  Do you miss me yet?

CIV_Jax says:
::turns and glances at Doctor Naegle:: CNS: Can I get you a drink, Counselor ....

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: snaps out of her daydream and sees CNS :: CNS: Oh.. Hello there.

CSO_Storal says:
::Returns his attention to the data on the Cyasta Core::

CNS_Naegle says:
Jax: Just a soft drink, Cola please.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO:  Have you reviewed our orders?

CIV_Jax says:
::nods and lumbers off to get it::

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Take us out

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: Are you okay, Doc?

XO_Valrek says:
CO: Yes, Sir. Briefly

OPS_Telik says:
COM: SB366: Starbase 366 this is the Apache. We have cleared outer doors and are departing. Thanks for the refit.

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Apache: Acknowledged, Apache.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye sir, taking us out, thrusters ahead 1/4.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: chuckles :: CNS: Well, I'll miss you when I need an MO and there's none around.

EO_Tekaro says:
::impressed with the new refit of the dilithium matrix, wants to study it more::

CIV_Jax says:
::pours the softly fizzing drink into a tumbler and returns handing it to the Counselor:: CNS: I'm afraid my wait staff has not gotten back on duty yet ....

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
CNS: And yes, I'm fine counselor.  Just the excitement of leaving the starbase hasn't hit me yet.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::looks at the viewscreen as the bay doors open and the Apache enters open space::

CNS_Naegle says:
::Laughs with the doctor and takes drink from Jax.  Then hears communicator beep.<Jamison>*CNS*Jamison to Naegle

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: Excuse me a minute Dr.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
CNS: Of course.

CIV_Jax says:
CNS: Counselor ... wait

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: We have cleared the outer bay doors. COM: SB: This is Apache Flight requesting departure vector and velocity.

EO_Tekaro says:
::sees emergency phasers on the wall, begins to sweat remembering what happened::

CNS_Naegle says:
Jax: Yes, Jax

CIV_Jax says:
CNS: We are about to go to warp ... I can hear the engines ... you won't want to miss this.  ::watches out the windows as the stars start to streak::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: nods :: CNS: yes... it's quite a spectacular sight.

CNS_Naegle says:
Jax/CMO: Okay, I'll just answer this and look at the same time.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: turns back to the window ::

CTO_Lu says:
::looks at the viewscreen::

Host SB_366 says:
Com: Apache: At your discretion, Apache.

EO_Tekaro says:
::hears the core go to warp, loves every minute of it::

CNS_Naegle says:
::looks out window:: *Jamison*Naegle here, what is it ensign?

FCO_Turnbull says:
COM: SB: With thanks, 366. ::brings the ship to convenient vector and sets for warp speed::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: pretends to see someone waving at her, and waves back ::

Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
FCO:  Lay in course for Cyasta Core and engage.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Plot a course to Cyasta Core at maximum warp once we are clear of SB366

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Air: Bye-bye starbase 366.

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison>*CNS* Lt., the inventory is complete and everything is in order.

FCO_Turnbull says:
CO/XO: Aye, sirs. Course laid in; Engaging...now.

CIV_Jax says:
::looks at Doctor Quest oddly as she waves at nothing and thinks Doctor Naegle has her first patient::

EO_Tekaro says:
::takes out of pocket the new necklace he made out of the fragment of phaser that blew the ship, puts it on as a memento::

CNS_Naegle says:
*Jamison*Excellent, Ensign.

Host SB_366 says:
ACTION: The Apache enters warp heading for Cyastan Space.....

CNS_Naegle says:
*XO* Commander, the counseling office reports all is in order.

OPS_Telik says:
::watches the viewscreen as the stars stretch out as they enter warp::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: We have achieved maximum warp, sir.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: brushes a threatening tear away and turns to Jax and Janet :: Jax/CNS: Well... time to get back to work... excuse me.

OPS_Telik says:
::thinks...wow::

CIV_Jax says:
::nods and turns going back to his duties::

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Very good

Host CO_Tyler_Turnbull says:
::stands:: XO:  You have the bridge.

CTO_Lu says:
::looks to see if they moved the big red button::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: heads out of Fort Apache ::

XO_Valrek says:
*CNS*: Very well

CNS_Naegle says:
CMO: if you ever need to talk, I'm just two doors down in the counseling office.

XO_Valrek says:
CO: Aye, Sir

FCO_Turnbull says:
::sets navigational deflectors to full power and stretches the legs of the best ship in the fleet::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: pause at the door :: CNS: Yes.. I know... :: smiles :: I'll be seeing you around.  Ta ta for now.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::enters the ready room, walks over to the desk::

EO_Tekaro says:
::brings up engine statistics on a small viewscreen::

CNS_Naegle says:
::finishes drink:: bye Jerni.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: enters sickbay ::

CNS_Naegle says:
::enters office::

XO_Valrek says:
Bridge: You will need to study the system we are entering ... be prepared

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::reviews reports from the repair and refit of the ship::

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO : Aye, sir. I have been studying the star charts all the way.

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Already on that sir

CNS_Naegle says:
::takes reports from Jamison, and notices Torres on the terminal::

Host SB_366 says:
<<<<<<<<<< Time Warp + 18 hours >>>>>>>>>>

Host SB_366 says:
ACTION: Apache falls from warp just outside Cyastan Space ... immediately COM traffic can be picked up from the USS Intrepid and USS Hood who are hunting the edges of Cyastan Space.

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO : We have re-entered normal space.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: I am picking up Com signals from the USS Intrepid and USS Hood sir. Maintaining radio silence.

XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Take us to Cyasta Core and put us in orbit

EO_Tekaro says:
Self: THAT was fun.

FCO_Turnbull says:
ALL: Captain on the Bridge...

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO:  What is our status?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: enters her office after treating some children for scrapes and bruises due to a fight they've been in ::

CSO_Storal says:
::begins to scan the  system::

XO_Valrek says:
CO: We have just entered the system; The USS Intrepid and Hood are at the edge

FCO_Turnbull says:
XO: Aye, sir, on course for Cyasta Core at full impulse. ::adjusts controls::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
OPS:  Understood.

Host Jafo says:
<USS Hood> Com: Apache: Welcome to Cyastan Space, Apache ... be advised no sign of An Lu Shan in over 36 hours.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO: Thank you Commander.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: picks up a PADD and begins changing duty roster ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::Raised Eyebrow:: Self: That can't be good...

EO_Tekaro says:
::brings engine statistics up on a viewscreen:: Self: hmm, nothing wrong...

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Sir there is a Class 2 Nebula, but nothing out of the ordinary.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::picking out "landmarks" in Cyastan space for navigation::

CTO_Lu says:
::conducts a tactical scan::

XO_Valrek says:
CSO: Continue your sensor sweeps.

Host ADM Poradin says:
@Paces room with the others as they wait for the Apache. 

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Aye, Aye

OPS_Telik says:
CO: The Hood reports that no sign of the An Lu-Shan has been found yet.

CNS_Naegle says:
::in office::<Torres> CNS: I hope you don't mind if I used the terminal to send a message home yesterday.

David_Poradin says:
@::regards his brother coolly:: Adm: Relax, Jamison ....

CSO_Storal says:
::Continues to monitor the system::

XO_Valrek says:
OPS: Wish them luck on their search

EO_Tekaro says:
::replicates a cold lemonade to wake himself up::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::looks over at David who always seems calm and smiles knowingly::   this relaxes me...

Juliet_Poradin says:
@::tsk's at her father quietly::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@David: do you have everything you need?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::nods at the XO's comment::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::hears his daughters tsk and looks over at her smiling softly::

OPS_Telik says:
COM: Hood: USS Hood thanks for the update. Good luck searching the rabbit holes. Apache out.

CNS_Naegle says:
Torres: Oh no, not at all.  Just as long as you don't use the main COMM for anything, now.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::monitoring spatial positions of planets in systems relative to the Apache::

OPS_Telik says:
::closes Com line with the Hood.::

David_Poradin says:
@Adm: Till we arrive at Miradorn, everything is just fine.  Not a whole lot to do without any to negotiate with.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
FCO:  What is our ETA to Cyasta Core?

CNS_Naegle says:
<Torres>CNS:  Thank you, Ma'am.

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::Nods at him:: yes of course

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: deciding who should take on as the new senior MO ::

XO_Valrek says:
OPS: Prepare the supplies bound for the planet so that they can be delivered as soon as they are ready to receive them

Host ADM Poradin says:
@David:  We are just so close.....

FCO_Turnbull says:
CO: We are 30 minutes out of Cyasta at present course and speed.

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::Looks back between his brother and his daughter and sighs soflty::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Sir the system consists of 1 Sun and 7 planets.

EO_Tekaro says:
::hopes that the destination has been reached...by now...::

Juliet_Poradin says:
@::stands up and hugs her father:: Adm: Now daddy ... I know this is a setback, but we have been negotiating this peace for nearly 3 years ..... we can wait a few more hours.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::nods::

XO_Valrek says:
CSO: Very good. Are there any ships near Cyasta Core that we need to know of?

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::smiles lovingly at his daughter and strokes the hair out of her face:: as usual you are correct my child...

Host ADM Poradin says:
@:Both: I am sure things will work out..

CNS_Naegle says:
Jamison: Ensign, set up an appointment for the EO to come see me at his earliest convenience.

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::holds her shoulders and gives her a fatherly smile::

EO_Tekaro says:
::checks tactical maps just for fun::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::runs navigational scans of the system, noting navigational points::

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison> CNS:  Yes Counselor.

Juliet_Poradin says:
@Adm: And stop worrying about us meeting with the Miradorn ... if David did not think it was safe, we would not be going.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::shifts in her chair, listening to the communication around her::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: enters sickbay holding his head :: CMO: Doctor......

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Negative sir, they have a very early fleet. Mostly rudimentary armor and projectile weapons

XO_Valrek says:
CO: What do you know of Vice Adm Poradin?

Host ADM Poradin says:
@Juliet: yes I know, I just can't help it. We're so close and with this set back, it just gives me reservations… ::Looks over at his brother::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: looks up and sees Someone :: Someone: What....?

OPS_Telik says:
::begins going over the many requests for ship resources::

EO_Tekaro says:
::pulls up some info about the sector we're visiting::

CNS_Naegle says:
::Jamison sends a message to Ensign Tekaro telling him to make an appointment to see the Senior counselor::

XO_Valrek says:
CSO: Thank you. Continue monitoring sensors. We don't want any surprises.

David_Poradin says:
@::nods quietly at his brother::

OPS_Telik says:
::starts to make up a preliminary schedule for the XO to review::

CSO_Storal says:
XO: Aye, Aye

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::Nods over at his brother, the concern evident in his face::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone>:: groans :: CMO: I have a massive headache... and um... can't walk straight... and um....

CSO_Storal says:
::Continues to monitor sensors::

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Apache enters orbit around Cyasta Core.

OPS_Telik says:
::sees a report and says to himself, Astrometrics wants what!?::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO:   Unfortunately, nothing more than was revealed in our orders.

David_Poradin says:
@::looks up as a Cyastan comes scurrying in and speaks to him in a fast clipped tone:: Adm: The Apache has arrived .....

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: Raises her eyebrow :: Someone: Uh huh... :: gets up to help Someone onto a bio-bed. ::

XO_Valrek says:
CO: I tried to find out all I could and came up blank. Very interesting.

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::looks up: Great! Lets go then shall we??

OPS_Telik says:
::reads that they are requesting reclamation resources::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::splits display panel on flight for SCI and TAC overlays as a precaution::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@;;takes a deep breath::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO:  Yes, quite peculiar.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: lies down ::

OPS_Telik says:
::don't even want to know what that's for. Schedules it.::

Juliet_Poradin says:
@::stands with her father watching her breath slowly and deeply::

EO_Tekaro says:
*Jameson*: Aye. At the earliest convenience?

CSO_Storal says:
::Begins to transfer all SCI Data to FCO::

David_Poradin says:
@::stands up and moves to the others::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::listening to the conversation between the XO and CO for information ::

XO_Valrek says:
OPS: Open hailing frequencies

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::Nods to them:: This is it...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: begins scanning for ailment on Mr. Someone. ::

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison>*EO*: That's right, at your earliest convenience.

EO_Tekaro says:
*Jamison*: Well, is now a good time?

OPS_Telik says:
CO: would you like me to open a COM line with the Adm., sir?

XO_Valrek says:
CO: Sir, I believe that we may need to let them know we are here?

FCO_Turnbull says:
::standard orbit is maintained::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::waits for contact::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
OPS:  Open a channel to Vice Admiral Poradin

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: A few small freighter style, Cyastan ships buzz out and around the Apache, mostly curious about the warship.

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO: Thank you, Lieutenant.

OPS_Telik says:
::opens com line::

CTO_Lu says:
XO: Shields??

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: I can't find anything wrong with you... :: looks curious at the readings... ::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Com line open sir.

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison> *EO* Now would be a good time, yes, ensign.

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: two heads are better than one, Sir

XO_Valrek says:
CTO: No, we shouldn't need them, yet

EO_Tekaro says:
*Jameson*: I’m on my way.

CTO_Lu says:
::keeps an eye on the little vessels::

EO_Tekaro says:
::enters turbolift, gives command::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: Oh wait... hold on... :: throws the tricorder she held in her had against a wall ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
::adjusts orbit slightly to give the freighters a better view of the Apache::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@COM: USS Apache: glad to see you made it, we are ready to beam aboard at your convenience...

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison> *EO*: I'll tell the Counselor

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::looks over at the other two and nods::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: gets another tricorder :: Someone: That tricorder was um... broken... :: smiles :: Let's try this again.

CNS_Naegle says:
<Jamison> CNS:  Ensign Tekaro is on his way.

David_Poradin says:
@::nods back at him::

Juliet_Poradin says:
@::slips her hand into her fathers::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: sir did you want me to beam the Adm. aboard?

Host ADM Poradin says:
@::squeezes his daughters hand::

CNS_Naegle says:
Jamison: Thank you, Ensign.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
COM: ADM Poradin:  Admiral, you are welcome aboard at any time.  We are here to assist as needed

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone>:: tries to laugh but pain prevents him from doing that successfully ::

Host ADM Poradin says:
@COMM: USS Apache: then beam away Captain

CNS_Naegle says:
::goes into her office to prepare for Ensign Tekaro::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: begins analysis again ::

EO_Tekaro says:
::gets out of TL, tries to find counselor’s office, finds it, and enters::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
XO: Come with me, I think we should greet our guests as the board.  FCO: You have the bridge.

CTO_Lu says:
XO: Should I go greet the Admiral sir?

XO_Valrek says:
CO: Aye, Sir

Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Admiral and his two Negotiators dematerialize from the planet and reappear in the Apache's Transport room only to be standing their staring at a very uncomfortable crewman.

OPS_Telik says:
::locks on to the Adm. and his affiliates for beaming.::

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Hello, counselor! You sent for me?

CNS_Naegle says:
::stands up as Ensign Tekaro enters::

XO_Valrek says:
::follows the CO::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::enters the TL:: TL: TR1

CNS_Naegle says:
EO:  Yes, Ensign, I was wondering how you're holding up after your time in solitary.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::Looks around the transporter room as they materialize and wonders where the greeting party is::

XO_Valrek says:
::stands at attention as he enters TR1::

Host ADM Poradin says:
:::looks at the crewman::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Self: um..... hum........ ah.... yes.... um.....

FCO_Turnbull says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::Sits in the command Chair::

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS:: I’m getting used to my surroundings again. It’s sort of a shock being back on board...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: begins to look uncomfortable with the um's and hum's from the doctor :: CMO: What is it?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::enters TR, salutes the Admiral:: ADM:  Welcome aboard the Apache, Sir.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::thinks: Nice chair...::

OPS_Telik says:
::wishes he could sit in the command chair,<sigh>::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::returns the salute:: thank you captain

David_Poradin says:
::steps down off the Transporter Pad::

CSO_Storal says:
Self: Wow they must have upgraded the computer core. Its handling much better.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::moves hand to his brother:: CO: This is David Poradin, our chief negotiator and Juliet ... my lovely daughter … our junior negotiator...

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: Sir, how was your vacations??

XO_Valrek says:
::nods to all who are introduced::

FCO_Turnbull says:
OPS_Telik: Have something prepared for the Admiral and his party in the conference room and assign them the VIP quarters while on the Apache.

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM:  This is Lt. Commander Valrek, my XO

OPS_Telik says:
FCO: Aye sir.

David_Poradin says:
::nods to the Captain:: CO: Captain, I am honored to meet you ... ::takes her hand and kisses it:: .... might I say that Starship Captain's are becoming more and more lovely by the year.

FCO_Turnbull says:
CTO_Lu: Very...restful, Mr. Lu. How was your own?

Host ADM Poradin says:
::extends his hand:: 

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
David/Juliet:  Welcome aboard.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::Smiles over at his brother as he shakes the XO's hand::

OPS_Telik says:
::assigns the admiral and his team quarters then leaves to prepare the conference room::

Juliet_Poradin says:
::chuckles at her uncle and smiles at the young Vulcan the Captain indicates::

XO_Valrek says:
::shakes the Adm. hand:: Adm. Very delighted to meet you , Admiral

David_Poradin says:
::nods at Valrek:: XO: Commander .....

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: It was pretty interesting. 

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: Nothing much.  :: smiles :: you'll live.  I don't suppose you ever had alcohol before in your life, eh?

EO_Tekaro says:
::notices CNS falls to sleep right in front of him:: Self: Narcolepsy? I thought it was rare...

FCO_Turnbull says:
CTO: We should have a drink later and trade stories! We had some adventures along the way!

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: um... it's what you would call a hang over ... :: chuckles ::...

Host ADM Poradin says:
Captain: a small request please

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: Great...

Host ADM Poradin says:
Captain: I'd like the use of your officer’s lounge if I may... 

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM: Of course, Sir.

David_Poradin says:
::eyes the lovely Captain Turnbull::

FCO_Turnbull says:
OPS: Is that little something ready for the Admiral and his party?

Host ADM Poradin says:
Captain: I’d like to prepare a brief and then call a small meeting to update you and your staff... 

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM: Certainly, arrangements will be made.

Host ADM Poradin says:
Capt.: if we can set course for Miradorn immediately I would very much appreciate it

OPS_Telik says:
::arrives in the conference room and begins getting things ready::

OPS_Telik says:
::replicates some refreshments.::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: feels himself turning red ::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::looks over at the captain earnestly::

OPS_Telik says:
::fluffs the chairs::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM:  We will set course immediate.   And we will assemble the staff for briefing when you are ready Admiral.

Juliet_Poradin says:
::slips her arm around her fathers and whispers:: Adm: Calm down, daddy ...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone>: CMO: Well.. Some buddies and I went out to um... a party and.. um....

Host ADM Poradin says:
:;smiles at the captain:: CO: Thank you captain

Host ADM Poradin says:
::rests his hand on hers as she slips her arm around his and smiles at her:: 

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: shakes her head :: Someone: Yeah.. I've heard all the excuses in the world..... :: gives him a hypo injection. ::  Just sleep it off... you'll be fine.

XO_Valrek says:
::::opens the door to TR1 and allows the CO to lead the Admiral and his family out::

FCO_Turnbull says:
CSO : Anything unusual about the planetary system, Mr. Storal?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> CMO: But I have duty in about 30 minutes!

Juliet_Poradin says:
::slips her arm out of her fathers and links arms with Valrek:: XO: So Commander ... you are Vulcan ... I bet you have had a fascinating life ....

Host ADM Poradin says:
::follows the captain still holding his daughters arm::

EO_Tekaro says:
::relaxes in chair::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::watches as she slips her arm away from her and falls back to the commander::

OPS_Telik says:
::realizes they probably would be using Fort Apache and so he runs there to get things set up::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: Then I guess you should have thought of that before, huh?

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: At times it is, at times

OPS_Telik says:
Self: Damn, lost valuable time.

David_Poradin says:
::falls into step beside the Captain:: CO: So Captain ... this is quite a ship you have here.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::smiles softly and pretends not to notice::

EO_Tekaro says:
::smiles at CNS, waiting for professional opinion::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> CMO: Can't you just give me something, so at least I can function properly?

FCO_Turnbull says:
*OPS*: How are the preparations in Fort Apache, Mister Telik?

OPS_Telik says:
::enters the fort apache out of breath::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::looks around the ship as they follew the captain::

OPS_Telik says:
*FCO* I am almost ready sir. ::lying::

CIV_Jax says:
::looks up at Telik:: OPS: Get you a drink, Mister Telik?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM:  Fort Apache is this way. :: walks to the lift::

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: Living here must be interesting. How long have you been here?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: Nope!  I gave you something to reverse the affect of synthehol.. But it might take a little time....

David_Poradin says:
CO: Fort Apache ... what a cute name ... did you name, it Captain?

Host ADM Poradin says:
:Nods to the captain:: CO: After you captain

OPS_Telik says:
CIV: sure get me several. The Admiral is on his way!

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: mumbles :: self: why does everyone think medicine is the answer to everything...?

CNS_Naegle says:
EO: Have you been to the scene of the incident, Ensign?

Host ADM Poradin says:
::shakes head at his brother::

Juliet_Poradin says:
XO: What, on Cyasta Core?  We have been negotiating the peace talks for about 3 years now. ::bats her eyelashes at him::

FCO_Turnbull says:
*OPS*: Very good, Mr. Telik. I'm Sure Jax will have things in hand for you as well.

OPS_Telik says:
::kicks several junior officers off of a window table and gets things set up::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone>CMO: What's that again, doctor?

CIV_Jax says:
::frowns:: OPS: Why?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: nothing... try to sit up now.

OPS_Telik says:
CIV: Just bring the drinks over here. Got any food back there?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
David:  I believe her previous crew gave it to the lounge, but we've grown fond of it ourselves.

FCO_Turnbull says:
::smirks at the obvious lie of the OPS officer and remembers his own "stretch the truth" days in the Academy::

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: 3 years seems a long time to negotiate. Have you made much success? ::tries to keep mind on business::

CIV_Jax says:
::stomps his foot loudly:: OPS: Tell me what's going on!

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: struggles to sit up ::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::listens to his daughter and the commander::

David_Poradin says:
::nods stares into her eyes:: CO: Captain, you have the loveliest eyes .....

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
*FCO*:  Chart a course for Miradorn, Lt. Turnbull.  We will be departing for that destination soon.

CNS_Naegle says:
EO: Ensign?  Have you been to the scene of the explosion?

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Yes, I have been working there, doing odds and ends. It is truly amazing...I have these incredible flashbacks...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: gives him a hand :: Someone: There ... how do you feel?

OPS_Telik says:
CIV: The Captain is bringing the Adm. and his team here to relax and talk. Now get me those drinks before they get here!

FCO_Turnbull says:
*CO*: Aye Captain. Bridge out.

Juliet_Poradin says:
::squeezes the XO's arm:: XO: Oh, with the Cyastans ... nothing but success.  The Miradorn on the other hand .... ::sighs::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::they're not the best negotiators in the federation for nothing he thinks::

CNS_Naegle says:
EO: Tell me about them, Vin.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone>: CMO: Like ... a tornado.... ow...

CTO_Lu says:
::sees that the bridge is really slow::

CIV_Jax says:
::growls and starts fixing some drinks::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::smiles slightly:: David:  Thank you, Mr. Poradin.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: waits patiently as the medication takes its affect on Someone. ::

FCO_Turnbull says:
Ens. V'Taran: Lay in a course for Miradorn and hold position for orders to depart.

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: I am sure that with you and your uncle negotiating, it will be a successful trip

CTO_Lu says:
*Murdock*: Would you please come to the bridge.

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Well, I remember about the phaser, the Ferengi, and the explosion...

CIV_Jax says:
::mutters:: Self: Bark at me like some junkyard dog ..... ::wonders how many ways he knows to kill Telik::

FCO_Turnbull says:
<V'Taran> FCO: Aye, sir.

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: And not to mention, being torn apart by plasma leakage...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: head clears a bit ::

XO_Valrek says:
::notices the extra tug from her, and wonders what she has been up to for 3 years::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::enters Fort Apache with Adm. Poradin and his family:: Adm:  I hope this will suit your needs.

Juliet_Poradin says:
XO: I hope so ..... ::gets a concerned look on her face but brushes it off beaming at him::

EO_Tekaro says:
::stares as CNS conks out again, and chuckles to himself::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::looks around as he enters the lounge:: oh yes captain; it will do very nicely , I thank you kindly

OPS_Telik says:
::snaps to attn::

CIV_Jax says:
::looks up as the group comes in and eyes the Admiral suspiciously::

OPS_Telik says:
::then quickly crosses the fort to the CO and the Adm::

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: Where are you from originally? ::enters the lounge::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::looks over at the barkeeper :: Capt.: What is your barkeepers name?

OPS_Telik says:
CO/ADM: Right this way. :: gestures to the window table he has prepared::

CTO_Lu says:
TO: Murdock you have tactical.

Juliet_Poradin says:
::looks up at him with a smile:: XO: Brooklyn, believe it or not ... but I have not been to earth in ... god's ... I can't even remember the last time.

CTO_Lu says:
Murdock: CTO: Aye Sir!

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
ADM: Jaxlt Burta, Sir.

Host ADM Poradin says:
Mr. Jax: if you would be so kind as to clear out of here, we will be using this as our office and need privacy for the time being...

CIV_Jax says:
::grunts;: Admiral: Jaxlt Burta ... is my name, Admiral.

FCO_Turnbull says:
CTO: Mr. Lu, can you get a look at the planetary defenses of this culture? We should catalogue everything we can.

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> :: sits up taller and blinks hard :: CMO: Wow... that did the trick.

Host ADM_Poradin says:
Jax: Pleased to meet you, Mr. Burta. ::extends his hand::

XO_Valrek says:
::shows Juliet to her chair and takes the one next to her::

CIV_Jax says:
::jaw drops and suddenly their is a lot more of him there as he stands and fills the space::

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: Sir? ::grins:: ... the defenses???

CIV_Jax says:
::looks from the Admirals hand to the Captain and back ... counts the bones in the human hand mentally::

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: Will you be returning to Earth after this, or do you know?

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: It'll take a few minutes sir.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::keeps his hand extended till he shakes it::

OPS_Telik says:
::ushers the rest of the guests that the XO left behind to the table::

Juliet_Poradin says:
::sits and smiles at him as she sits next to him::

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Well, I clearly remember being torn apart by plasma....and before that, the fateful decision to overload a phaser, of which I hate myself for...

CIV_Jax says:
CO: Captain.... ?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: scans Mr. Someone one more time :: Someone: Yeah... it sure did... although, you might still feel a little groggy.... :: shrugs :: It's a side affect of the medication...

FCO_Turnbull says:
CTO: Anything we can learn would be of value. CSO: And population information, Plant types, system anomalies, that sort of thing. This IS exploration, after all...

David_Poradin says:
::pulls out the Captain’s chair for her and waits with a broad smile on his face::

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
JAX:  I know this is unusual Jax, But let's honor the Admiral's request.

CNS_Naegle says:
EO: Tell me about the flashbacks, Vin.

Host ADM Poradin says:
::lowers his hand and turns his back on the rude barkeep and walks over to the table with the others::

CSO_Storal says:
FCO: Aye sir already doing that

CIV_Jax says:
::nods quietly and tosses down his bar rag stomping out of Fort Apache ... his footsteps heard up on the bridge::

CTO_Lu says:
::runs tactical scans of the planetary defenses::

Host ADM Poradin says:
::Ignores the stomping barkeep: :

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Probably THE most vivid is the one about the plasma leaks, and it painfully melting away my skin at contact...

FCO_Turnbull says:
CTO: What is that pounding...sounds like...deck 6 or seven?

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: Well... you're fine now... think you can return to work?

CNS_Naegle says:
EO: Why do you hate yourself, Ensign?  Did you think you had another choice?

Host ADM Poradin says:
::turns to the captain: I do hope that I did not insult him or anything.. 

XO_Valrek says:
::takes a mental note to replace the floors of the lounge when convenient::

OPS_Telik says:
CO: Unless you need anything else sir I will return to the bridge.

CTO_Lu says:
::records the scans into the computers data tracks::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
<Someone> CMO: Well ... yeah.. I suppose... although I don't really want to....

CSO_Storal says:
::Notes all data on the Cyasta Core and stores them in the computer for further analysis.

EO_Tekaro says:
CNS: Well, I hate myself for being so brash and willful...I tried to be a hero, and of course there were safer solutions to the problems...

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
:: puts her tricorder away :: Someone: Oh?

CTO_Lu says:
FCO: Hmm ... maybe its Jax??

XO_Valrek says:
Juliet: Will you be returning to Earth after this, or do you know?

Host CO_Tyler Turnbull says:
::watches Jax leave the lounge::  ADM:  Please excuse Jax.  He isn't use to being asked to turn over the lounge to anyone.

David_Poradin says:
::scoots the Captain's chair in as she sits and smiles at her::

CMO_Quest-Mac says:
Someone: But I guess you'll have to no matter what ... now scat...!  :: grins ::

CNS_Naegle says:
EO:  Were you thinking clearly at the time?

OPS_Telik says:
::awaits the CO's response to his question.

Host ADM Poradin says:
Captain: I understand. Please extend my apologies at our rude interruption of his duties

Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 4 >>>>>>>>>>>

